TABLE Groups
SIGN UP
We hope that in 2015 as many people at MacChap as possible will be part of a
TABLE group. Please indicate below if you would be part of a TABLE group in 2015
and start developing habits that will help us worship, learn, connect and reach, and
live out our ONE life in Christ.

Yes! I would like to be involved
Please complete the following details:
Name/s:______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
I/we would be willing to be the coordinator of a group:
5 yes 5 no
5 I/we have already formed a TABLE group (please let us know your existing
group or members below)
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
5 I/we plan to form TABLE group and are happy to organise this myself/ourselves.
5 I/we would like to join a TABLE group and would like you to allocate us a
group. To help us match you with others looking for a group please indicate the following
preferences
I/we would prefer to be grouped with people from the following service/s:
5 8.30am 5 10,30am 5 6.30pm 5 any service
I/we would prefer to be eat together with our TABLE group over:
5 breakfast 5 lunch 5 dinner 5 coffee/tea catch up 5 anytime

STARTING A NEW TABLE GROUP
If you would like, we can coordinate a TABLE group for you or you might like to form
one yourself. Joining a TABLE group means that you are committing to meeting with
the same people at least once a month for the whole year. A TABLE group can be as
big as you want it but small enough so that having a meal together is practical!
TABLE groups can be any size (although Groups over 10 people would benefit from
dividing into smaller groups when sharing together so that all people can contribute).

INCORPORATING TABLE GROUPS INTO A
SMALL GROUP OR OTHER EXISTING GROUP
TABLE groups can be easily incorporated into an existing group such as a Small
Group. You might want to spend some nights sharing together about the TABLE
habits or even split into smaller groups to hold each other accountable.When your
Small Group is in between Major Series you might decide to practice the ATTUNE
TO GOD habit together by attending the Prayer Meeting or spending time in prayer
or devotional reading of the Bible.

TABLE GROUPS AND FAMILIES
You could choose to invite another family (or 2) to form a TABLE group with your
family. Each habit is child-friendly and can be incorporated into family devotions or
time together. Each habit can be adapted for children of any age (ok - maybe babies
aren’t up for deep conversation but they can get there eventually!).

How to get involved
Complete this sign-up sheet and put in the offering, Perspex Connect Box at the
back of the church or to a member of Staff. We will contact you if you have asked
to join a group.

